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SCHOOL AIM
“To provide a Christian environment in which young people are safe,
secure, cared for and happy, and are able to develop into articulate,
confident and well qualified citizens of the world.”

Science In Action
Science is certainly a strength of the Trinity curriculum, and students of this
very important “core” subject have recently been involved in a sustainable
village project and a science fair, as the above photographs show.
Developing a science based career also involves a study of one or more of
the GCE advanced level science subjects; biology, chemistry and physics.
These subjects will be strongly represented in our Sixth Form as our first
Year 12 students embark on their advanced level courses in September,
2016. Earlier this week, Head of Sixth Form, Ms Tattum met with all our
prospective Sixth Formers to make them aware of the forthcoming post 16
opportunities at Trinity.

A New Term - A New Start
But with the same simple and easily understandable advice for guaranteed
success at Trinity; be here, on time, wear the uniform smartly, work hard
and behave well. Plus, of course, the words reported in Matthew Chapter 22
verses 37-40. As our Year 11s begin the final weeks of their compulsory
education before embarking on post 16 courses, they need to work to
maximum capacity and to do nothing to jeopardise their chances of
success. Remember that the most precious resource in the world is time,
because once it is lost it can never be regained. Good luck to all our
students as we embark on the challenges and opportunities of the third and
final term of the school year.

Success At Ghyll Head
We have just been informed that our Year 10 team have once again won
the inter-school Ghyll Head Challenge held at Windermere in Cumbria.
Tasks involved an evening navigation exercise, reaching a mountain
summit and team problem solving over two days. Well done to everyone
involved and we will shortly be presented with the trophy.
Our commitment to the great outdoors continued last week with a D of E
Bronze expedition in the Peak District. Very soon, the D of E Silver
participants will be having a slightly more arduous trek. Next year, of
course, our Sixth Form students will be able to study for the D of E Gold
Award.

Smartly Attired And Happy At School
Children who feel safe, secure, valued and happy are able to concentrate
fully on their studies; those who concentrate fully on their studies can
achieve success; and successful students create successful schools - such
as Trinity Church of England High School. One of our principal intentions is
to create the pre-conditions within which successful education can take
place.

Year 7 Parents’ Evening
An extremely successful event, attended by 89% of parents. We hope that
our Year 7s have settled fully into life at Trinity and that they are happy with
their friendships and successful in their work.

Book Fair
From Mr Richardson: “We will be having a Scholastic Book Fair in school
next week. A superb selection of books, posters and stationery will be on
sale every day in the LRB at lunchtimes and after school.”
And Finally……
…...from Mr Richardson: “As part of the Greater Manchester in Film
Festival, a group of Y10 business students, along with members of Film
Club, attended a screening of 'Boom Bust Boom' at Z-Arts. The
unconventional and often funny documentary examines the causes of the
2008 banking crash, identifying some issues with the study of economics
along the way. The film's directors were on hand to take questions at the
end, and our students clearly got a lot out of the experience. They came
away of the mind that if changes need to be made in this field, they might
well be the people to make them.”

